A limited arthritic model for chronic pain studies in the rat.
Freund's adjuvant induced polyarthritis in rats has been used extensively to study pain processes of long duration. There are limitations of this model for chronic studies of pain/arthritis since the severe systemic changes provoke ethical concerns and also affect behaviour, physiology and biochemistry. Attempts to limit adjuvant-induced arthritis by plantar injection of the inoculum have been made. In this model, however, the process evolved to produce widespread polyarthritis if followed for the 6-plus-weeks necessary for chronic studies. Therefore, although it offers the researcher a reliable limited model of inflammation and nociception at the outset, for longer studies it may have all the disadvantages of the polyarthritic rat. The purpose of the present study was to produce a limited arthritic process in rats, stable over 6 weeks and suitable for behavioural and neurochemical studies of various chronic pain treatment methods. Injection (0.05 ml) of complete adjuvant containing 300 micrograms Mycobacterium butyricum in the tibio-tarsal joint produces a predictable monoarthritis, stable clinically and behaviourly from weeks 2 through 6 post injection. As revealed by clinical observations and X-ray examinations, the arthritis produced was limited anatomically, pronounced, prolonged and stable. A marked increase in sensitivity to paw pressure was seen in the affected limb. Animals gained weight and remained active, indicating little systemic disturbance as opposed to polyarthritic rats. We propose this limited model of arthritis as a suitable alternative to the polyarthritic rat for prolonged studies.